
INTRODUCTION

Werner (1789) [cited in Hintze (1904)] described a foliated
gold ore from Nagyág, Transylvania (now S˘acărîmb, Roma-
nia) and named it for the type locality “Nagiakererz.” Haidinger
(1845) modified the name to nagyágite. Numerous synonyms
like “Blättererz,” “Nagyager Erz,” “Blättertellur,” “Graugolderz,”
“black tellurium,” “foliated tellurium,” “elasmose,” and
“elasmosine” refer to the macroscopic behavior and the chemi-
cal composition; references to the historical descriptions are
compiled by Hintze (1904). For a recent description of the ore
deposit in Nagyág see Simon et al. (1995). Nagyagite exists at
many other localities. Nagyagite occurs as foliated masses, crys-
talline plates, and massive granular particles. Despite the fact
that crystals up to several millimeters in scale are known, the
correct chemical formula and the crystal system remained un-
certain to date; the crystal structure was unknown. There are
three main reasons for this: (1) It was unclear which elements
substitute for others in nagyagite. Occasionally Te and Sb or S
and Te were grouped together. (2) The crystals are mechanically
extremely unstable; plastic deformation does not allow to cut or
break samples of extreme laminated to foliated habit without
bending them. (3) Pervasive twinning was described even in early
morphological investigations (Schrauf 1878; Palache et al. 1944).
Associated stacking faults and structural defects prevented the
detection of crystal symmetry and the determination of unit cell,
Laue symmetry, extinction rules, and atomic arrangement.

The uncertainty in the symmetry of nagyagite was men-
tioned by practically all authors to date. Several crystal sym-

metries and cell parameters have been published. Schrauf
(1878) mentioned a tetragonal pseudosymmetry, but could not
work out the true symmetry and suggested orthorhombic sym-
metry as likely. Tetragonal and monoclinic symmetry was as-
sumed by Dana and Dana (1877) and Palache et al. (1944),
respectively, orthorhombic symmetry by Criddle and Stanley
(1993). From X-ray film investigations Gossner (1935) found
a pseudotetragonal or even tetragonal cell with a = 12.5 Å and
c = 30.25 Å; however, he mentioned that a tetragonal cell is
not likely from the intensity distribution, one crystal had a =
1/3 × 12.5 Å = 4.17 Å. Stanley et al. (1994) made the first
attempt to determine the space-group. For an orthorhombic
pseudotetragonal cell with a = 8.363(7) Å, b = 30.20(1) Å, c =
8.288(7) Å, they found the extinction symbol Bb--, but the au-
thors mentioned some pseudoextinctions and classes of strong
and weak reflections.

We encountered nagyagite during a search for high-tem-
perature superconductive materials among sulfides rather than
on the usually investigated oxides (Culetto 1996, 1997). Of
the complex sulfides, selenides, and tellurides, nagyagite was
thought to be a candidate for such a physical study due to sym-
metry reasons, the layered type structure expected from the
marked cleavage, and the pronounced foliated habit. Appro-
priate chemical substitutions or high pressure should provide
materials with anomalous normal-state properties, e.g., anoma-
lous phonon frequency shift at low temperature. Successful
materials synthesis encouraged us to solve the type structure
of nagyagite.
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ABSTRACT

Synthetic nagyagite was grown from a melt as part of a search for materials with high-tempera-
ture superconductivity. Electron microprobe analyses of synthetic nagyagite and of nagyagite from
the type locality Nagyág, Transylvania (now S˘acărîmb, Romania) agree with data from literature.
The crystal chemical formula [Pb(Pb,Sb)S2][(Au,Te)] was derived from crystal structure investi-
gations. Nagyagite is monoclinic pseudotetragonal. The average crystal structure was determined
from both synthetic and natural samples and was refined from the synthetic material to R = 0.045
for 657 single-crystal X-ray data: space group P21/m, a = 4.220(1) Å, b = 4.176(1) Å, c = 15.119(3)
Å, β = 95.42(3)°, and Z = 2. Nagyagite features a pronounced layer structure: slices of a two slabs
thick SnS-archetype with formula Pb(Pb,Sb)S2 parallel to (001) have a thickness of 9.15 Å. Te and
Au form a planar pseudo-square net that is sandwiched between the SnS-archetype layers; it is
assumed that planar Au[4Te]Te4 configurations are edge connected to chains and that Te atoms are in
a zigzag arrangement. Ordering within the SnS-archetype and gold-tellurium layers, intense twin-
ning and/or stacking variants are responsible for the often observed superstructure reflections. For
buckhornite, [(Pb2Bi)∑3S3][(AuTe2)∑3], a structure model is proposed considering a homologous
series with nagyagite, [(Pb3(Pb,Sb)3)∑6S6][(Au,Te)3].
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